Organizations are reevaluating their business. Reducing IT cost and compliance risk are top priorities.

- 88% of decision-makers see reducing costs as a priority in the next 12 months.
- 87% of decision-makers are looking to better comply with regulations and compliance requirements.

Companies in adaptive mode should reduce new software costs by 20%. CIOs need to redistribute underutilized software with automated workflows.

Challenges Of Getting IT Work Done Right

The biggest challenges firms face when orchestrating software strategy:

- 33% Budget
- 30% Security
- 22% Lack of alignment between IT and business
- 21% Varying needs across divisions
- 19% Legal and regulatory compliance

Areas That Pose The Greatest Risk To Businesses

1. SaaS
2. BYOD
3. IaaS
4. IoT solutions embedded in company’s assets

To reduce IT cost, organizations need a comprehensive solution to manage assets across a variety of domains.

79% of IT budget is managed across these domains:

- 26% Software and cloud
- 12% Mobile
- 28% Data center and network infrastructure
- 13% End-user hardware

As public cloud adoption momentum continues, organizations need a central place to optimize their hybrid cloud costs.

Hybrid cloud diversity is expected to grow, with decision-makers reporting increased use across 28 different clouds in the next 12 months.
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